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Abstract— Multicast was one of the first “value-added” services
to be developed and deployed in the Internet. In evaluating the
success of multicast, if ubiquitous deployment has been the goal,
multicast has not been successful. However, if widespread use of
multicast as a bandwidth-savings technique has been the goal,
multicast has indeed been successful. Upon closer investigation,
one of the reasons for only partial success is a lack of support
for service management. Multicast is particularly hard to manage
in the inter-domain where it has been less successful, but easier
to manage within a domain where network administrators have
more control and smaller networks to manage. In this paper we
survey some of the recent service management efforts, efforts
that have been successful in the intra-domain, but fall short for
the inter-domain. In particular, we focus on important topics
like (1) monitoring multicast reachability between sources and
receivers; (2) understanding the different challenges and solutions
between inter- and intra-domain service management; and (3)
surveying existing solutions for determining whether multicast
capability exists on an end-to-end path. Our investigation shows
that while not much attention was initially given to multicast
service management, more recent efforts have been successful at
developing good solutions and tools.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Multicast is one of the first value added services to be
developed and deployed in the Internet [1]. The initial deployment of the service was in the form of an overlay
network called the Multicast Backbone (MBone), a network
that has since been replaced with native support in much
of the Internet [1]. Recently, much attention has been given
to the inter-domain deployment of multicast and its relative
“failure” due to less-than-universal service availability [2].
However, commonly ignored or unknown is that intra-domain
deployment has been much more successful. The key reason
for any lack of knowledge about intra-domain multicast is the
difficulty of monitoring private, enterprise-based networks. No
published works exist that examine the extent of deployment
and use within private networks. We are therefore left to use
anecdotal evidence to qualitative estimate the use and impact
of multicast. Fortunately, there is much such evidence. Suffice
it to say that a large number of streaming multimedia players,
including those by Microsoft and Real Networks, as well
as data delivery tools, including solutions from companies
like Digital Fountain and Multicast Technologies, make use
of multicast. Furthermore, there are numerous articles in
newspapers and trade magazines about the use of multicast to
deliver popular content. For example, the British Broadcasting
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The role of monitoring in service management.

Company (BBC) recently announced that Olympic events
would be delivered to home users via multicast technology.
Inter-domain deployment and use of the initial IP multicast
service, now called Any Source Multicast (ASM), has experienced difficulties [2] partly due to the complexity of the protocol architecture implementing the service[3]. More recently,
the introduction of Source Specific Multicast (SSM) [1] has
eliminated most of these difficulties. Today, IP multicast is at
a crossroad and the continued use of multicast within private
networks and across the public Internet depends on effective
service management.
Compared to unicast, multicast is a more complex service,
and therefore, requires additional mechanisms to manage it
in the network. More specifically, due to its one-to-many or
many-to-many nature, fault and performance management for
multicast requires additional tools and systems. In addition,
access control (security management), pricing (accounting
management), and configuration management require additional support mechanisms in existing network management
systems. In fact, there are very few traditional management
functions that do not require either augmented tool support or
completely new solutions to work for multicast.
Multicast service is realized through creation and maintenance of forwarding trees connecting sources and receivers in
a multicast group. These trees are dynamically created and
maintained by the routers. There is no feedback information
in the process. Therefore, monitoring becomes very important
to verify the availability of multicast in the network (see
Figure 1). Application developers cannot be expected to use
an unreliable service in their programs. As a result, our focus
in this paper is service monitoring as the first, and one of the
most important functions of service management.
In this paper we first present a review of the recent studies
on monitoring multicast reachability (i.e., end-to-end availability of multicast service between senders and receivers) in the
Internet. Then, we identify the need for further work in the area
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and propose new mechanisms to improve the current state-ofthe-art in multicast monitoring and management. We divide
the monitoring task into three parts: (1) inter-domain level
reachability monitoring, (2) intra-domain level reachability
monitoring, and (3) end-user level reachability verification.
The goal of inter-domain reachability monitoring has been to
inform multicast researchers and protocol developers about the
operation and performance of multicast Internet-wide. These
efforts have been useful in observing the robustness of the
service and understanding the interaction among the various
multicast protocols.
The goal in intra-domain reachability monitoring is to help
network administrators to monitor and verify proper multicast
operation in their networks. Today, IP multicast is successfully
used in enterprise network environments to support multireceiver network applications. In addition, standardization
efforts are underway to extend multicast usage to multisite enterprise network environments using Virtual Private
Network (VPN) technologies. These standardization efforts
clearly indicate that multicast usage is continually increasing.
Finally, the goal in end-user level reachability verification
is to help multicast users verify the existence of multicast
between themselves and remote hosts. Currently, there is no
effective mechanism to provide this feedback. Similarly, the
existence of multiple service options (e.g. ASM or SSM),
and the lack of a single application programming interface
(API), make it difficult for application developers to determine
whether multicast is available. In this paper, we identify the
required functionality for hosts to verify service availability
and propose mechanisms to support them.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we give a brief overview of multicast and the protocols
in use today. In the next two sections we describe multicast
monitoring work for both the inter- and intra-domains. In
Section V, we focus on additional tools and systems for
multicast service management. The paper is concluded in
Section VI.
II. IP M ULTICAST: A B RIEF OVERVIEW
The original multicast service model aims to support a
wide range of multicast applications including one-to-many
and many-to-many applications. This service model is often
referred to as Any Source Multicast (ASM). ASM service is
currently implemented using a set of protocols [1] including
(1) a protocol to construct multicast forwarding trees, called
Protocol Independent Multicast – Sparse Mode (PIM-SM)
[4], (2) a protocol to advertise routes to multicast-enabled
networks, called the Multi-protocol Border Gateway Protocol
(MBGP) [5], and (3) a protocol for disseminating information
about active sources across domains called the Multicast
Source Discovery Protocol (MSDP) [6]. In addition, end hosts
use the Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) for
group management between the receivers and their designated
multicast edge routers.
The above protocol architecture also works for IPv6 environments with an exception that instead of IGMP, IPv6
multicast uses a Multicast Listener Discovery (MLD) protocol

for group management. In addition, having a large address
space in IPv6 simplifies some of the protocol details for ASM.
Most important is the ability to replaced MSDP and instead
embed Rendezvous Point (RP) information in IPv6 addresses
[1].
Soon after the deployment of ASM, a number of problems
were identified [2]. These include (1) protocol complexity,
(2) a number of security vulnerabilities, (3) address scarcity
for IPv4 networks, (4) inter-domain scalability problems, and
(5) single points-of-failure in the architecture. Researchers
have since developed an alternative service model specifically
to support one-to-many and few-to-many applications. This
service model is Source Specific Multicast (SSM) [1] and
is derived from the EXPRESS protocol [7]. SSM provides
solutions to all of the above mentioned problems and requires
only a small set of changes to the existing ASM multicast
infrastructure.
III. I NTER -D OMAIN M ULTICAST M ONITORING
The multicast service model is an open access service
model where senders and receivers may not be known to
each other and there is no implicit group coordination or
management. Therefore, there is no simple way of knowing
group membership or verifying that all hosts who wish to receive group data can or will. In addition, multicast researchers
and protocol developers need a mechanism to understand
protocol operation, protocol interaction, and service behavior.
As a result, several tools and systems have been developed
to monitor multicast operation in the inter-domain. In this
paper, we briefly discuss sdr-monitor, the multicast
beacon, and mantra as representative work in the area.
None of these monitoring systems require any changes to the
existing multicast protocol architecture. We refer the reader
to an earlier survey of additional tools, including mtrace,
rtpmon, and mhealth [8].
The main goal among the above systems has been to provide
a high level picture of the global reachability characteristics of multicast in the inter-domain. In this context, global
reachability is used to indicate the availability of multicast
data from a source to all or at least some remote receivers.
Reachability becomes the ultimate test for whether multicast
is working between two sites. The information provided by
these tools presents a snapshot of the reachability between
a number of sources and receivers rather than indicating
reachability between two given multicast sites. While networkwide reachability verification would be ideal, these tools can
only scalably provide a partial snapshot. Given the nature of
multicast, this is probably the best that inter-domain reachability monitoring tools can provide.
A. Sdr-Monitor and Multicast Beacon
Sdr-monitor [9] was the first tool developed to monitor
multicast reachability in the inter-domain. Sdr-monitor
is based on multicast session announcements exchanged by
multicast users. Sdr-monitor used a number of participants
and a centralized data collection site. Participants listened
to the periodic session announcements sent by others and
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reported the announcements seen at their local site to the
sdr-monitor site (see Figure 2). A manager program then
processed the reports and built a real-time web page displaying
a reachability matrix for the global multicast infrastructure.
Sdr-monitor provided a basic mechanism to monitor
the overall status of multicast on an inter-domain scale. The
scope of the monitoring effort was limited in that reachability monitoring could only be performed between sites
that sent announcements and sites that volunteered in the
sdr-monitor effort. Information collected during the four
year monitoring effort (1999-2003) was used to analyze the
reachability characteristics of multicast during the monitoring
period. More information about sdr-monitor and the analysis of reachability monitoring data can be found in related
work [9].
The
multicast beacon
(http://dast.nlanr.net/Projects/Beacon/) is a follow up effort
to sdr-monitor. Instead of relying on passive monitoring
of session announcements, the multicast beacon uses
active monitoring probes to record multicast reachability
among a number of participating multicast-enabled hosts. In
the multicast beacon project, participants both send
and receive active probes to a well-known multicast group
address. Due to its active nature, hosts can compute the
reception quality (e.g., loss and jitter values) of incoming
multicast data. Similar to sdr-monitor, participants are
multicast users that volunteer to be in the monitoring effort
and monitoring information is limited to the participants’
locations. The multicast beacon project does not
archive its data, so there are no long-term studies of its
reachability data.

main example of a system developed to monitor multicast
by collecting multicast routing information from the Internet.
Mantra periodically collected multicast routing information
(e.g., MSDP and MBGP tables) from approximately a dozen
multicast-enabled backbone routers in the Internet. It then
processed this information to generate useful statistics about
the deployment and availability of multicast across the interdomain. The information collected by mantra has helped
researchers and network administrators understand multicast
operation, routing protocol interaction and evolution of the
infrastructure.
One important result from mantra is shown in Figure 3.
It shows the change in the size of the multicast infrastructure
through a display of the number of IP addresses advertised in
MBGP over a three year period. In other words, if a PIM
join message were sent to one of these IP addresses, the
infrastructure would have a route for the join message to
follow. However, like unicast and BGP, just because an IP
address is part of an advertised prefix does not necessarily
mean that a physical machine exists and has that IP address.
Therefore, the results in Figure 3 are a relative estimate of
the size of the multicast infrastructure and its growth over
time. The results show a general trend that has the multicast
infrastructure either in steady state or slightly shrinking. The
spike in address space in the middle of 1999 shows a protocol
anomaly that occurred during the transition from the MBone
to the infrastructure as it exists today. Additional analysis of
these results plus additional graphs are presented in a more
comprehensive paper [10].
As with sdr-monitor and the multicast beacon,
mantra is only a monitoring solution and not a true service
management solution. Actual management support for interdomain multicast is a very different and difficult problem. As
a result, much more progress has been made in developing
systems to provide intra-domain management. However, in
Section V, we discuss several recent proposals to add management support for inter-domain multicast.
IV. I NTRA -D OMAIN M ULTICAST M ONITORING

B. Mantra
In addition to the application layer monitoring efforts
presented above, there have been efforts to monitor multicast
by using network layer information. Mantra [8] is the

In this section we present an overview of the recent work in
developing tools and systems to monitor and manage multicast
in intra-domain environments. The goal in this area has been
to develop the necessary support mechanisms for network
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administrators to effectively monitor and manage the multicast
service in their networks.
A. Reachability Monitoring Protocols for Multicast
In this subsection we present three systems developed
to provide a standard mechanism for multicast reachability
monitoring. Each of these systems introduce new protocol(s)
or Management Information Bases (MIBs) to be supported
by the monitoring entities in the network. The first system
is based on the Multicast Reachability Monitor (MRM) [8]
protocol. MRM was an effort to define a standard mechanism
for conducting reachability monitoring sessions both intra- and
inter-domain. In addition, MRM supports both passive and
active monitoring of multicast sessions. The received traffic at
the test receivers site can be used to verify basic reachability
or compute end-to-end capability. Tests can be conducted in
advance of an event to confirm proper operation or during an
event to monitor quality. In addition to individual tests, a suite
of tests can be conducted in which a frequently changing set
of network devices is used. In this way, statistical testing can
be performed across even large networks.
MRM is designed to be used in end-to-end monitoring
scenarios using hosts and in-the-network monitoring scenarios
using network devices (e.g., routers). MRM uses a proprietary
IPsec-based secure message exchange mechanism to communicate configuration messages.
The second system we discuss is also based on a new
protocol. SNMP-based MRM (SMRM) [11] is a follow up
effort to the MRM protocol and is based on the Simple
Network Management Protocol (SNMP). The main goal in
SMRM is to integrate MRM functionality into an SNMP-based
management framework. Since SNMP-based management is
the most widely used management platform, this integration
improves the likelihood that MRM will be deployed and used.
SMRM defines a number of MIB classes to implement MRM
functionality within the SNMP-based management framework.
These include McastInfoMIB, smrmMIB, and Schedule-MIBs
to include group specific configuration information (e.g., multicast IP address and port numbers) for active measurements;
to define MRM relevant configuration parameters for the test
sessions; and to schedule, initiate, and coordinate MRM experiments. Sallay et. al. propose another network management
system that also uses MRM [12].
RMPMon [13] is another SNMP-based system designed and
developed to monitor end-to-end performance of multicast.
RMPMon was built on two key protocols namely SNMP
and the Realtime Transport Protocol (RTP). RTP includes a
companion protocol, called the Realtime Transport Control
Protocol (RTCP), to communicate information on data reception quality (including packet loss and delay jitter) among the
sources and receivers of an active multicast group. RMPMon
uses two MIBs namely RTP MIB and RTP SenderMIB to
perform the required monitoring. Using SNMP, an RMPMon
agent can be configured to join and passively monitor multicast
performance. In addition, RMPMon agents can be configured to
create a test session and act as test senders and receivers. The
main difference between RMPMon and MRM is that RMPMon

depends on SNMP for control message exchanges and uses
RTP MIBs to implement the required agent functionality
whereas MRM defines its own communication protocol and
defines its agent functionality independent of SNMP.
B. Other Monitoring and Management Systems for Multicast
In this subsection, we present several systems that have been
developed to provide more comprehensive monitoring and
management support for operational network environments.
¿From an operational network management point-of-view,
mmon [14] was one of the first multicast monitoring and management systems. Mmon is designed to be a unified multicast
monitoring, traffic surveillance, and multicast fault detection
and isolation system. It uses a graphical user interface to
support ease-of-use and intuitive presentation of results. It
utilizes IGMP queries and several IETF-standardized multicast
routing MIBs to collect information about tree topology and
multicast-capable routers; information on individual multicast
groups including traffic rates, identities and location of sources
and receivers; and multicast status of individual routers. In
addition, mmon can perform MRM-based active monitoring
tests. Mmon was developed in HP Labs and has been integrated
to HP OpenView network management platform.
MRMON [15] is a more recent system designed to capture,
analyze, and present multicast session, traffic, and membership
information in real-time. MRMON defines and uses several MIB
modules to passively collect and monitor multicast services
in intra-domain environments. More specifically, MRMON uses
a Multicast Statistics Group MIB to record multicast traffic
information useful for configuration, fault, security, and performance management. Network operators can identify individual
groups and their sources; measure traffic rates on per group
and per source bases; and identify individual sources to filter
or block. The Multicast History Group MIB stores information
that can be used for debugging and performance monitoring
purposes. MRMON can be used to observe long-term traffic
distribution and service usage characteristics that can then be
used for fault management and multicast service provisioning.
MRMON uses IGMP reports to collect information about host
multicast usage characteristics. The MRMON agent architecture
is designed to work on a host placed within individual subnets
in a domain and can receive and process SNMP Get and Set
requests. Compared to mmon, MRMON defines and uses several
new MIBs to collect a richer set of monitoring information to
monitor and manage multicast services in an ISP or enterprise
network environment.
MAFIA [16] is a multicast management solution with the
specific aim of strengthening multicast security through multicast access control, multicast traffic filtering, and the prevention of Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks. MAFIA achieves these
tasks by using information about multicast group membership
available at different locations in a network without requiring
any changes to the network. The most important of these
locations is at intra-domain network boundaries. At this level,
a MAFIA server would monitor and possibly limit out-bound
group join requests as well as rate control or filter in-bound
multicast data traffic. MAFIA can also have additional servers
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installed within specific networks to provide a finer granularity
of network control. While solutions presented so far have been
predominately passive monitoring systems with some limited
amount of proactive control, MAFIA is very much designed for
active service management through access control and traffic
monitoring.
V. M ANAGEMENT S UPPORT FOR THE I NTER -D OMAIN U SE
OF IP M ULTICAST
In this section, we discuss several important additional
management issues. The inter-domain use of multicast faces
two practical problems: (1) the lack of a mechanism to verify
multicast service availability between sources and receivers
in a group, and (2) the lack of a common application programming interface. In this section, we present an overview
of recent work in designing management tools and solutions
to address these problems.
A. Monitoring the End-to-End Availability of Multicast
Whether multicast exists or not is an important and practical
concern for applications attempting to use it. From a multicast
receiver’s point-of-view, end-to-end availability of multicast
indicates that the host can join the multicast group and can
receive data from the source sending to the group. Due to
several reasons, including local or inter-domain connectivity
problems, node failures, link failures, configuration errors, policy incompatibilities, and congestion-related persistent errors,
multicast may not be available between sources and receivers.
Since the current multicast routing protocols do not provide
any feedback to group participants, there is no mechanism to
communicate the lack of service availability to end-users. This
lack of robustness has serious consequences. If applications
cannot rely on multicast to exist, how can it be used as a
reliable basis for communication? Hence, there is a practical
need for a mechanism to verify multicast service availability
between receivers and sources. In the rest of this section, we
present an overview of a solution, called mcping, to implement
the functionality necessary to allow applications and users to
test the availability of multicast.
Ping is one of the most basic, yet one of the most
useful network diagnostic tools used for network management
purposes. In unicast, ping provides a convenient way to
verify unicast service availability between two systems in a
network (see Figure 4-a). On the other hand, multicast ping
(mping) requests are sent to a multicast group address and
these requests trigger group receivers to send ping responses
to the pinging host via unicast (see Figure 4-b). The returned
information tells the pinging host which other hosts received
the request and responded. Mping does not say who did not
receive the request but should have. A real-world analogy is an
instructor in a classroom and asking the numerous question,
“If you cannot hear me, raise your hand.” This information
is not useful for debugging and there exist other problems,
like feedback implosion. As a result, compared to unicast
ping, mping does not really help verify multicast availability
between a local receiver and a remote source.

The above discussion suggests that there is a need for a tool
truly analogous to unicast ping. Mcping has been recently
proposed to address this need [17]. Mcping is designed for
a multicast user to test the availability of multicast service
between its site as a receiver and a specified remote site as
a sender. In mcping, a positive response to an mcping
request indicates that a local host can successfully join and
receive multicast data from a remote host. By using a dedicated
multicast group address, PING.MCAST.NET, in the SSM
address range (232/8), a host, R, sends an mcping request to a
remote host, S, and expects to receive an mcping reply on the
(S, PING.MCAST.NET) multicast channel. Since the overall
mechanism uses the existing multicast service architecture
between the two hosts, the result of the test gives a definitive
answer about the availability of multicast between the two
hosts.
The proposed mcping mechanism works as follows (see
Figure 4-c). Mcping first sends an IGMP join request on
the multicast channel (S, PING.MCAST.NET). Upon receiving
this message, the Designated Router (DR) at the pinging site
creates a PIM join message for (S, PING.MCAST.NET) and
forwards it toward the pinged host, S. Each router on the
R-to-S reverse shortest path creates a forwarding entry for
the multicast channel (S, PING.MCAST.NET) and forwards
the join message towards S. When the join request reaches
the DR at S’s subnet, the local router forwards a message
to S informing it about the mcping request. On receiving
the mcping request, S creates a reply message and sends
it to the (S, PING.MCAST.NET) multicast channel. This
message propagates on the multicast forwarding path and
reaches the pinging host, R. During the operation, any problem
that prevents the PIM-Join message from reaching S’s site
or the ping reply from reaching R’s site indicates the lack
of service. As a result, mcping provides R with the ability
to test the availability of multicast to a remote host, S. The
mechanism does not depend on any other application and it
does not require any user intervention or interaction.
Mcping can be used to test the availability of service
from a local site to a remote site. From a network administrator point-of-view, it helps detect potential multicast
problems and fix them before a multicast event. From an
end-user point-of-view, it helps to test the availability of
multicast and consider alternative communication mechanisms
(e.g., unicast or application layer multicast) when the service is not available end-to-end. Mcping requires pinged
end systems to be modified to support this functionality
and a working implementation of mcping can be found at
http://www.venaas.no/multicast/ssmping/. Finally, contrary to
ping and mping, mcping cannot be used in launching
flooding-based denial-of-service attacks on third party Internet
sites.
B. Facilitating Robust Multicast Group Management
A key problem in multicast is the fact that from an application point-of-view, there is no feedback on whether a group
has been successfully joined. Normally, applications open a
multicast socket. This open operation then initiates a join process. However, if the join fails, no feedback is returned to the
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application. This lack of feedback is particularly problematic
given that the multicast join process is too fragile and prone to
failure at so many places in the network. This creates serious
problems for applications wishing to rely on multicast for data
communication.
A recently proposed solution, called the Multicast Detective [18], attempts to develop a robust solution to determine
the existence of multicast in the network. Not only does the
Multicast Detective attempt to determine if multicast exists,
but it tries to determine what kind of multicast is available.
For example, only ASM could be available, only SSM, or
combination of the two. The Multicast Detective tool has
been developed considering two options: (1) using existing
protocol features to extract information from the network
about what kind of multicast is supported, and (2) introducing
new protocol extensions to query the network and obtain the
information directly. The two different options have been considered because while a truly robust group join is possible only
with additional network support, changes to the infrastructure
make deployment more challenging.
Without making changes to the network, the Multicast
Detective cannot determine whether a particular group join
request has succeeded, but it can determine whether such a
request is likely to succeed. The difference is that instead
of getting feedback about a specific request, the Multicast
Detective can attempt to trace the set of steps that will be
performed and determine if any are likely to fail.
The Multicast Detective follows a series of steps to determine what parts of the multicast join process are likely to
function correctly. These steps are:
1) The Multicast Detective joins a well-known group consistently transmitting traffic and then checks to see if
any data packets are received from the group. If no data
packets are received, the group join is assumed to have
failed. This is a good indication that there is no multicast
connectivity.
2) The Multicast Detective issues an SSM join request and
listens for data packets. If the join fails, the host IP
stack does not support SSM. This is a common problem
while we wait for operating system developers to add
SSM support.

3) The Multicast Detective sends ICMP ping messages to a
variety of multicast groups in order to determine whether
the first-hop router supports multicast or not. In addition,
a response also indicates that switches along the path to
the first hop router are performing snooping correctly.
4) In this step the Multicast Detective looks more closely
at the message exchange for a group join request. The
tool sends a membership message for an arbitrary group
and then verifies the functional correctness of IGMP by
examining the content of the response message(s).
5) In the final step, the Multicast Detective sends an
ICMP ping message to some of the multicast routing
control groups in an attempt to determine if the firsthop multicast router has routing information to other
multicast networks. If this information is returned, it is
a good indication that multicast is working in at least
the local domain.
These five steps cover most of the set of steps that need
to occur for a host to successfully join a multicast group. Not
only can these steps be integrated into an application to ensure
the proper operation of multicast, but network administrators
can periodically run these steps from hosts located throughout
their network.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have focused on service monitoring as one
of the most important management functions for IP multicast.
We have presented an overview of the recent work in multicast
monitoring in three different dimensions: inter-domain, intradomain, and end-user level monitoring. An important conclusion that we have reached from this study is the fact that even
though we have sufficient systems for intra-domain monitoring
and management of IP multicast, there still exists a need for
additional primitives and tools to help application developers
to interact with the underlying multicast service to make the
most effective use of it.
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